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A. R. López u.a. (Hrsg.): The Making of the Middle Class
The Making of the Middle Class: Toward a Transnational History brings together new work on a subject—
the history of the middle class—that has previously seen
only fragmented historical discussion.Yet, the volume
does more than simply bring the middle classes back into
the fold of global history. Rather, by taking a transnational lens, it has spurred an ambitious project to connect
the history of the middle classes to broader discussions
onglobal cultural identities, the history of globalization,
practices of modernity, imperialism, and neoliberalism.
The authors make it clear that their volume represents
not the culmination, but the very beginnings, of a historiographical project.

cal histories that informed one another.
To do this, the text divides its essays not by region,
but by four foundational subjects, each of which concludes with an article of commentary that provides overarching analysis. The four themes are: the making of
the middle class and practices of modernity, labor professionalization, class formation and state rule, middle
class politics in revolution, and the making of the public sphere. In these sub-categories, individual articles
largely reflect local histories of the middle class. Included
in the volume are works on the middle class in Britain, the
United States, India, Zimbabwe, Canada, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, France, Chile, Argentina, Germany and “the
Arab Middle East.”

The editors have invigorated their volume with a
clear mission and outline for middle class history research. First, the editors propose that the new work on
the middle class has collectively sought to contest the
idea that “the middle class” began in England and the
United States and gradually spread, taking local form,
throughout the rest of the world. Global histories of
the middle classes illustrate that local identities are more
than a series of emulations and deviations that required
comparison to the Western model. Rather, middle class
histories are complicated formulations that reinforced
and contested this very process of comparison and modernization. Second, the organizers of this volume aspire
to move beyond the now-conventional thesis that there
existed “multiple modernities, appropriations and contestations” of middle class identity. Instead, they aim to
illuminate a more “entangled” transnational history of lo-

The first section, practices of modernity, does the
greatest amount of theoretical legwork by calling into
question the tradition of the history of the middle class
as an actor of “modernity.” Michael West’s essay on the
African middle class in Zimbabwe illustrates how middle
class political and social identities developed at the crux
of decolonization and nationalism. Marina Moskowitz
tackles question of the U.S. middle class’s omnipresence;
Franca Iacovetta examines the connection between middle class identity and citizenship in Canada, examining in
particular how immigration informed this juncture. Barbara Weinstein’s insightful concluding essay brings forth
valid critiques and outlines a blueprint for further scholarship.
The second section does the necessary work of
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grounding middle class history in a broader historiography of class formation. Daniel J Walkowitz examines folk
dance in the United States as window into how middle
class identities develop in the form cultural capital, rather
than exclusively political or economic divisions. The preliminary discussionpreceding his case study provides a
thoughtful critique on the often-confusing applications
of the term “middle class” in the United States. Ricardo
Lopez’s study of “Professionalism” in Bogotá not only underlines the relationship of work to this class identity but
alsoexamines this idea of work as entangled in globalization and international relations. Michael Ervin’s study of
the middle class in the Mexican Revolution and PrashantKidambi’s examination of public culture and the middle
class in colonial Bombay, allow the reader to momentarily jump backwards in time, into the early 20th century.
Collectively the essays illustrate how middle classes identities were not only developed around work habits or economic divisions, but around selected behaviors.

voluntary civic associations and illustrates how gender
and class intersected in the idea of German citizenship.
Carol Harrison furthers these reflections on gender and
class in her examination of feminist historiography of
post-revolutionary France.
The volume offers a strong theoretical baseline for the
emergent global histories of the middle class, and it is a
collection that any scholar interested in questions of the
middle class as sociological or political phenomenon will
be wise to read and consider. It successfully broadens
spatial conceptions of middle class histories, thoroughly
integrating middle class history into global history.

The absences in this volume, however, illustrate the
extensive work that remains to be done in this emergent
field of middle class studies. The predominance of essays on Latin America are likely illustrative of the editors’ own specialties and are a welcomed recognition of
work being done in the region. They do, however, take
away space that might have been granted to emerging
These two essays also provide an interesting route to
work on east Asia and the former Soviet block—regions
the next section, which questions the role of the middle class in revolution. In making this leap, the volume whose absence is felt not only because their lack of repoffers an interesting documentation about how middle resentation is not explained, but also because their incluclass identities appeared to swing between social reform, sion would surely prove instructive for the editors’ goals
revolution and reactionary politics. In foregrounding to examine this transnational history outside of the context of “the West.”
these diverse political identities of local middle classes,
these articles successfully complicate narratives of “modAlso curiously absent is reference to anextremely relernization” that saw in the middle class a counter- evant historiography of the middle class that has received
revolutionary force. IñigoGarcía Bryce’s work on middle rather extensive attention throughout the 1990s—the hisclass Apristas in Peru shows how Haya de la Torre con- tory of the black middle class in the United States. Furceptualized the middle class as key political agents in rev- ther engagement with that scholarship would provide
olutionary reform. Keith Watenpaugh’swork on the Arab an interesting point of comparison for several articles
Middle East in the early 20th century illuminates contra- in this volume that deal with race, rights, inter-class asdictions and contributions of middle classes in civil soci- sociations, women’s voluntary associations, “uplift” and
ety and foregrounds the role of religion for that history. questions of reform, protest and decolonization. Finally,
Susanne Eineigel, explores middle class political activism while the organization of this volume around thematic
in Mexico City during the Mexican Revolution.
subjects illuminates thetheoretical questions that bind toFinally, a section on the public sphere tackles a major gether these historians’ work,the reader gains little sense
of change over time. For example, given the predomiarena of class formation. Enrique Garguin’s adaptation
nance of articles on the second half of the twentieth cenof his essay previously published in his own edited volume is a welcomed addition to English-language scholar- tury, it is surprising that more attention was not paid
ship, tying together conceptualizations of race, immigra- to global historical processes like the Cold War and its
tion and counter-Peronist politics. David Parker’s contri- decline. Further work needs to be done to explore to
bution illustrates Chilean and Peruvian class divisions to what degree the “entangled” manifestations of the middle
class, and middle class identities, are linked as historical,
be a contested terrain of intellectual and cultural contestemporally-tied processes.
tation. Gisela Mattele examines 19th century women’s
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